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SUMMARY
-, ...:
Howard .
in determini~ the state and the rate of
cha~e of state of mixtures of liquid fuel, fuel vapor, and dry afi””
are dtscussed with reference to basic physical variables such as
pressures, temperatures, and amounts present of liquid fuel, fuel
vapor, and air.
Data in the form of curves and tables are given to enable esti-
mation of temperatures and other conditions reqnired for complete
Oi” partial vaporization of various fuels. An estimate is also tie
of the maximum and minimum the for evaporation of different sizes
of fuel tirops;the ‘importanceof knowled~e of the factors affecting
vaporization ttme is indicated from this estimate.
INTRODUCTION
tiowledge of the physical state of the fuel-air mi.ti.~e (that
is, the mixture quality) within the precombustion zones of a jet-
propulsion burner and at the intake ports of multicylinder recipro-
cating engines is necessary “inpresent aircraft-engine research. In
the Jet-proptisionburner research much work is bein~ done--inevalu-
ating the performance of fuels. The variation in rate and completeness
af combustion with different fuels cannot be completely understood
unless the vaporization factors are given their proper emphasis In
explaining the processes leading to combustion. “@ the reciprocating- -
engine field knowledge of mixture quality is needed for the correlation
of fuel bock ratings between multicylinder engines and single-cyclinder
labors,toryengines for studying the porfo-ce of vailous engine cti-
ponents and for improving fuel distribution to cylh.dei~. The proper
evaluation of the effects of internal coolants in engines could be
materially aided by mixture-quality information. Methods of descrip-
—
tion of mixture quality are therefore worth while subjects of invegtl-
gation with regs,rdto both conventional ad Jet-propelled power plants.
. —--
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In principle, all physical properties of the mixture that influ-
ence the performance of individual engfne cylinders and the character
of burni~ in jet-propulsionunits should be determined. Because of
the complex, unstable, and hetero~eneous nature of the fuel-air
mixture usually existing between the point of fuel inJection and the “
intake port or actual combustion zone, complete specification of
these physicel properties is difficult W has seldmn been tried.
Instead, so-called mixture temperatures ati calculated-e@_librium-
air-distillation temperatures have been used for estimating mixture
qualtty. Both methods are inadequate because important factors
affecting mixture quality azndvaporization processes are neglected.
Measurements of true mixture temperatures are difficult Ixma.useof
wet-bulb effects on the temperature-measuring device. Equilibriwa-
alr-distillation temperatures are inadequate because they cannot
describe the dynamtc process by which fuel-air mixtures are formed,
but or&y equilibrium eta.tes.
It is the purpose of this paper to describe the physical prop-
erties that aro necessary to
fuel and dxy air-and
these properties emd
specify mixture quelity k a systmn con-
to evaluate tho theoretical relation
the physical properties
IWI!Q”1ON
specific heat of air at constant pressure,
specific heat of fuel at constant pressure
by CPZ and cpv for liquid and vapor,
(Btu/(lb)(%))
diameter of fuel drop, (in.)
diffusion coefficient, (sq in./sec)
ovor-all fuel-air ratio
ratio of fuel va~or to air
of the mixture.
(Btu/(lb)(%))
differentiated
respectively,
—
dimonsioncl constant, (32.2 lb(mass)-ft/lb(force)-sec2)
latent heats of vaporization, (Btu/lb)
molecular weight of air, (lb/lb-molecule)
molc3cularweight of fuel, (lb/lb-molecule)
—
total pressure of system (sum of all partial pressuzms),
(in. Hg absolute)
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Pa
Pf
Pa
Ra
r
590
x
s~
Ta
Tr
Tap
T90
T=
Tfx
t
Wa
W.f
Pa
Pf
partial pressure of air, (in, Hg absolute)
partial pressure of fuel, (in. Hg absolute)
saturation pressure of fuel corres~onding to the fuel tem-
perature, (Jn. Hg absolute)
gas constant for air, ((0.753 in. Hg)(CU ft)/(lb)(%))
ratio of
Elope at
curve,
fraction
slope at
latim
molecular weight of fuel to that of air
.-
90- ercent-evaporated point of A,S,T.M. dietillatlon
(%~percent evaporated)
of fuel evaporated
100X-percent-evaporatedpoint of A.S.T.M. dlstil-
curve, (%/percent evaporated)
air- or gas-phase temperature, (~)
~?l tem~rature, (%)
dew-point temperature of fuel-air mixture, (%)
temperature at 90-percent-evaporated point of A.S.T.M. dis-
tillation curve, (%)
temperature at 100X-percent-evaporatedpoint of A.S.T.M.
distillation curve, (%)
equilibrium-air-distillationtemperature for 100X percent
evaporated, (%)
time, (see)
weight of air,
weight of fuel, (lb)
density of air, (lb/cu ft)
density of liquid Puel, (lb/cu ft)
.
(lb)
DEWRIPTION OF MIXTURE QUALITY
A definitive study of the physical state of fuel-air mixtures
is not possible until those properties of the mixture have been found
which characterize its state and which can be spscifiod and measured
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without ambiguity. These properties can be clearly specified for a
mixture famed frOm dry air and a pure single-component fuel. The
characteristics of such a simple mixture will therefore be described
and the description can be carried over to ccmplex fuels by analogy.
Equilibrium in a fuel-air mixture may be defined as any physical
state that does not change spontaneously with time. The existence of
either thermal or evaporative equilibrium is sufficient to define
thermodynamic equilibrium in a fuel-air mixture composed of liquid
fuel, fuel vapor, md air, the cmdition of supersaturation excluded.
When a fuel-air system is not in equilibrium, heat and material trans-
fer between and within the gas and liquld phases will occur that will
drive the system toward thermodynamic ~quilibri~. Further, the s~stem,
If unacted upon by external forces that may brtng about pseudoequilib-
rium in the thermal or evaporative pocesses, must attain thermal and
evaporative equilibrium s~multaneously. Thus, liquid fuel introduced
into air at the same temperature as the fuel would result in a system
momentarily in thermal equilibrium. The unsaturated condition of the
air with respect to the fuel vapor, however, would ca~e evaPorati~
and the temperature of the system would drop (assuming adiabatic con-
ditions). At the truo equilibrium state the evaporation would have
ceased and the temperature would be uniform throughout the system.
.-
The reverse situation with the system initially in evaporative equi-
librium but out of thermal bal~ce can also be visualized as being a
case of pseudoequillbrium,
An appropriate idealized mc%el of sn engine intake pipe or of a
Jet-propulsion burner unit is. a straight tube containing a nonequi-
librium mixture. Althr:ughfuel-vapor and liquid concentrations, air
velocities, temperatures, etc. may vary within the cross section of
r
the flow, a description of the mixture quality can be based for present
purposes on the assum~tion that the system is uniform. Consequently,
it will bo assumed that in any cross section of the flowing charge
(1) all liquid iS present in the fo~ of drops unifomil.ydistributed,
(2) the fual tcmporaturo Tf and the size of all drups is the same,
(3) the temperature of the gas phase Ta is the seinethroughout, and
(4) the fuel vapor in the gas phase is unifo~ly distributed (the
fuel-air ratio f in the gas phase is constant). If X is the frac-
tion evaporated, the masses of liquid and gaseous fuel per unit maes
of air aro f(l - X) end fX, respectively. For a given single-
component fuel, knowlodgo of f, X, Tf, Ta, and the total pres-
sure p completely defines the State of the mixture under the stated
assumptions. These five properties of the mixture, which will be
called mixtura paraneters~ a% therefcmw those
in studying either thG physical equilibrium or
mixture of fuel and air and h determining the
performance and mixtur~ quality.
that should bo employed “
nonequilibrium of a
relation between engine
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The mixture can be said to be in equilibrium during a given
interval of time, in view of the assumed uniformity, if Ta = Tf
during this time or if the partial pressure of the fuel pf satis-
fies the equilibrium vapor-pressure-temperaturerelation for the
fuel, which can be symbolized by p~ = pf = F(Tf) = F(Ta). The
simplest criterion of equilibrium is obviously the thermal one. The
complete description of the equilibrium state requires four of the
five mixture parameters (X, f, p, andTa= Tf).
. When the mixture is not ~n equilibrium, the complete description
requires all.five parameters and, in add5.tion,lmcwledge of the
intrinstc ~roperties of the system to determine the rate of approach
to equilibrium, such as (1) the latent heat of vaporization of the
fuel L, (2) the specific heat of the air cPa and of the fuel CP2
and Cpv, (3) the molecular weights of the fuel andaib Mf and &,
(4) the vapor-pressure—temperature relation for the fuel, and (5) the
heat- and material-transfer coefficients throughout the mixture ae
determined by the mechsrdcal state of the fluid (that is, the drop
size of the fuel and the turbulence and velocity of the air and fuel).
It is important to note that lmowledge of these intrinsic properties
and an adequate measurement of the state of the mixture will permit
determination of the rate of approach to equilibrium (at a given
instant) only if the equilibrium states ere also known. The conditions
describing equilibrium and nr~equllibrium mixtures are assumed to be
applicable to the description of both single-com~nent and multicom-
ponent fuel-air mixtures.
PREDICTION OF MIXTURE QUALITY
Equilibrium-Air-DistillationTemperature
Dew-point temperature. - One step toward the prediction of mixture
quality involves a determination of the combinat3.onsof fuel proper-
ties and engine conditions that will insure complete vaporization of
the fuel (X=1)* The four other mixture parameters (f, Ta, Tf,
end p) will be assumed to be determined by the operating conditions.
The value of each parameter will vary if distribution of fuex-~d air
is not uniform among the intake parts of a multicylifier e~ine otito
each part of a jet-propulsion burner assembly. On the other hand,
the properties of tidefuel distributed to each intake port or to each
part of the jet-propulsion combustion chamber fix its distillation
curve, latent heat of evaporation, and specific heat.
—
Complete vaporization of the fuel in the mixture at the equilib-
rium state can be conveniently specified by reference to the dew-point
temperature Tdp, which is the lowest temperature at which wholly
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vaporizod fuel cm exist in an oqudlibrium fuel-cir mixture. For a
~ivcn fuel, initkl fuel and lir tom~craturo~, and to’bl procmuro,
I tho maximum fuel-zir ratio that poz?nitnccqloto v~porizztion io tho
fuel-2ir rztio for tho dew-point condition.
Th~ condition Ta .
‘dp at ~ th?lo ia i3Uffici(3ntto t3pocify
comploto vqorization in a true equilibrinn mixture. For a given fuel
the dew-yoint temperature is a function of the total press-u?%-p,” “-
the fuel-air ratio f, and the vaporization characteristics of the
fuel. Because the partial pressure of the fuel pf at the dew point
ie determined by the value of the temperature, the partial pressure
of tineair pa at the dew point is fixed for a given value of p.
Thus, specification of the fuel, and of p and f, determines
.-
T&p)
pfj paj and the molar concentration of fuel ~ air present in a
dew-point mixture.
The relations among Ta:
‘f> P> ‘dpJ smd the fuel properties
can be exhibited in the form of graphs. In figures 1 to 5 the dew-
point temperature is plotted as a function of f with p as parameter
for several pure fuels covering a range of volatility. The curves are
based on the vapor-pressure-temperatuzzecharacteristics of the fuels
as given in references 1 and 2 and the equations derived in appendix A.
Figure 6 Gives similar information for two gasolines whose A.S.T.M.
distillations have 90-percent points of 710° R and ?600 R (250° F end
300° F) and equal slopes at the W-percent points. Figure 7 shows the
dew-point curves for a typical kerosene that might be used as a jet-
propulsion fuel (T90 = 922° R). Figures 6 and 7 are based on equa-
tions derived from reference 3 and described in appendix B.
It is evident in figure 6 that the dew-point temperature for
Tq-J= 710° R fuel at a total pressure p of 90 inche8 of mercury
absolute ere substantially the ssme as We dew-point temperatures
for T90 = 760° R fuel at a total pressure of 30 inches for all fuel-
air ratios. The form of Wo equations from which these curves are
derived indicates that linear interpolation between the curves for
two fuels as in figwe 6 is permissible when the
’590 slopes are
equal. Thus frcm figure 6 the dew-point temperature of an AN-F-28
fuel (TQO = 737° R) for y = 60 inches and f = O.1O is
545 + (582 - 545) 27/50 = 565° R. This fuel therefore cannot be
ccmpletoly vaporized at 565° R and a manifold pressure of 60 inches
if tho fuel-air ratio exceeds C.1O; also at that tamporaturo, a loss
volatile fuel could not be completely ~apoi-izcdat the given prossuro
and fuel-air ratio.
Figures 1 to 7 camot be used directly to find what initial tom-
poratures of tho liquid fuel and of tho air aro nocossary in ordor
that tk given fuel-air mixturo will just roach the dew-point condition
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at equilibrium. In order to determine
be assumed that all the heat necessary
7
these temperatures, it will
to evaporate the fuel and
change its temperature from Tf to the find-dew-point temperature
%p is abstracted from the air in the fuel-air mixture and that no
heat is lost to or gained from the surroundings. The initial air
temperature Ta will therefore exceed the final or dew-point tem-
perature of the mixture and this excess will be larger, the larger
the excess of Ta over Tf. The relation between Ta - Tdp and
fuel-air ratio is presented in f<igures8 and 9, which are based on
calculations discussed in appendix A. It will be noted that the
total-pressure and the vapor-pressure characteristics of the fusl
do not enter into figures 8 and 9 except insofar as these variables
affect Tdp. Figure 8 Is valid under all conditions for all types
of fuel whose average L . 144 Btu/(lb) and whose average
0.58 Btu/(lb)(?R), values assumed to be re~resentative of
%&t aviation fuels. Figure 9 is based on a kerosene whose aver-
age L = 108 Btu/(lb) and whose average CP2 = 0.61 Btu/(lb)(%).
—
Numerical examples. - The solution of a few typical problems
will indicate how figure 8 or 9 is to be used.
(1) What is the dew point of the fuel of lowest vol.atility that
can be completely evaporated adiabatically for initial air and fuel
temperatures of 500° R and a fuel-air ratio of 0.10?
In the case of equal initial fuel and air temperatures, the
process of vaporization is accompanied by self-cooling of the fuel
through vaporization end cooling of the air by the fuel until the
system reaches the dew-point temperature at equilibrium. Frorn-fig-
Ure 8 at f = o.~~, Ta - Tf = 0, Ta - Tdp iS found to be 480;”
ther~for~j Tdp = 452° R (-8° F) and no fuel with a higher dew-point
temperature would be completely va~rfzed at a fuel-air ratio of 0.10.
If Ta = f300°R and Tf = 500° R, the limiting Tdp = 532° R (72° F)
(2) SUppOHe a fuel whose dew-point temperature Tdp at a fuel-
air ratio of 0.08 is 510° R must be evaporated adiabatically by air
with initial temperature of 560° R. What is the minimum initial
liquid fuel tem~rature for ccmp&to vaporization?
Ta - Tdp = 500, f . 0.08. ~erefore, fr~ f~~e 8,
Ta - Tf ~ 600 and. Tf = 560 - 60 = 5000 R (40° F). If the fuel were
initially colder, it would not evaporate completely.
Dew-point temperatures used in connection with figure 8 can, of .
course, be evaluated from figure 6 or its equivalent. It should be
noted that tho direction of chango of Ta, for f“i~ed f and Tdp,
is always opposite to that for Tf. --
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Partial valorization. - A second stage in the prediction of
mixture quality is reached when calculations of equilibrium fuel-
air mixtures that contain liquid fuel (Xcl) are required. The
correlation made by Bridgeman (reference 3) gives an equation for
computing temperatures of partly vaporize! equilibrium fuel-air
mixtures of m.lticompcnent fuels. This eq~xationis given in apyen-
dix B and is similar to that used for cotnp-~tfngdew points. A
graphical equivalent of the method used in developing figures 8 and
9 can then be used for the calculation of initial air temperatures
necessary to evaporate fraction X of the fuel.
Rate of Vaporization
A more complete &und.general prediction of mixture quality is
possible if the rate of vaporization of the mixt~e can be specified
at any instant in the valorization process in addition to the equi-
librium conditions. The initial state of the mixture can be described.
by specifying the fuel and the values of Ta, ‘Pf,f, p, and that
X=o. The rate of change of the parameters Ta$ Tf, f, and pf ““
with time is determined by the volatility of tke fuel and other proper-
ties of the fuel-air mixture and by the values of these parameters
and of p dUring evaporation. The total pressure P Wili not be
affected appreciably by the vaporization for the fuel-air ratios and
the a~ir-flowvelocities ordinarily encountered in Jet-propulsion and
reciprocating-engine power plants. If the vaporization and heat-
and material-t_ransferprocesses are sufficiently rapid, the mixture
will reach equilibrium before passing into the intake ports of an
engine or before appreciable travel in the combustion chamber of a
jet-prop~ulsioil‘unit, If tinerates are too small, equilibrium will
not be attained. h either case, prediction of mixture quality at a
given point will depend upon knowledge of the rates of vaporization
and of heat and material trar.sferin the mixture during its passage
from the point of fuel injection to the point of interest.
At present it iE ~mpossible to compute rates of vaporization
for mixtures of air and a fuel that contains many constituents. It
is poseible, however, to compute the evaporation rate for a mixture
of air and a pure fuel such as that described in a previous section
DWCKU?TION OF MIXTWOZ QUALITY.
The minimum time for complete evaporation (that is, that corre-
spo@ing to isothermal evaporation into a maintained vacuum) can be
estimated by an integration (see appendix C) using the evaporation .
rate given in reference 4, which sets a useful lower limit to the
total ovaporatim time required. This minimum time for evaporation
is given by the expression
NACA TNNo. 1078 9
%+0 la
%ill = 0.0099 — —P~ 1 2rg (aec) (1)
where Tf is the temperature of the fuel drop. Actually Tf will
drop somewhat during evaporation but it is assumed to he constant at
the initial value because then equaticn (1) gives the lowest volue
for ~ti.
The maxtiun thnea for complete evaporation of drops of a given
size (that is, that corresponding to diffusion t~o@ still air)
can be estimated approxk-.tely for a given final fuel-air ratio frcm
the equation (derived from references 5 and 6)
where p~ is the saturation pressure of
(see) (2)
the fuel and p~ tho
partial ~ressure of fuel vapor near the end of vaporization. Various ‘-
ref’lnenentsin conditions are made by Fuchs (referenco 7), such
as limited space for evaporation, notion of the drop relative to
the gas atmosphere. the nonstationary nature of the vaporization
proccm, the lowering of the drop temperature due to evaporation,
and variations in vapor pressure at the drop surface due to curvature
and Gize. The net effect of these refinements till not significantly
chango the maximum given by equation (2).
As an illustratim of the results obtained from equations (1)
and (2], tho t~es of evaporation of isooctano in air are calculated
for various conditions. From tileo?npiricalrelation for the diffueion
coefficient D given in roforonco 8 for isooctane
22.1 x 10-6 ~a3/2
D=
P (sq tn./f3oc) (3)
Equation (2) then becomos for an r of 3.941 and an air temperature
of 610° R (150° F)
t_ = 0.0951 Pf’P2 do2 (see)
Pa(Ps - Pf) (4)
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The msximum and m:nimum times of evaporation of isooctane are tabu-
lated in table I for various conditions. The minimum time ~in is
calculated for drops of 80° F and 100° F evaporating into a maintained
vacuum. The maximum time ha is calculated for evaporation con-
trolled by diffusion through air at 150° F. The drop sizes ~ and
the initial fuel temperatures tf are assumed the same as in the
vacuum case, but the final fuel-air ratios are taken to be 0,10 and
0.01. The value of pf in equation (4) is then taken to be equal to
[*)P (see a~pendix A) thus assuring that the value of tm=
oitainei is an upper limjt.
TABLE I - MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TIMES FOR
EVAPORATION OF DROPS
0.1
.05
.01
.005
.001
.1
.05
.01
,005
.001
Tf 1‘reinH%sk-A(OR) I (Se )
540 0.04a 458
540 .024 115
540 .0046 4.58
540 .0024 1.15
540 .00048 .0458
560 .029 216
560 .015 53.9
560 .0029 2.16
560 .0015 .539
560 .00029 .0216
296
74
2.96
.74
.0296
171
42.8
1.71
.428
.0171
The data in table I are plotted in figure 10. The ratio
%uc/%in 5B proportional to ~ in accordance with equations (1)
and (4). For the values of do plotted in figure 10 the ratio
varies from 100 for do S 0.001 inch to 10,000 for ~% 0.1 inch.
The vaporization time of a drop will probably lie somewhere between
the limits shown in figure 10 and can be theoretically predicted
with greater accuracy only if the mech~isms controlling material
and heat transfer in the fuel-air mixture, such as the intensity
and scale of turbulence, are represented in the theory.
With the time for complete vaporization probably lying between
wide limits, the time for the formati~ of mixtures of a given value
of X is equaliy difficult to estimate. The vaporization process
will generally take place in a limited space with varying boundary
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condftionE both at the droy surface and at some distance from the
drop depending on the Ceometry of the sydxm. The complexity of
the mathematical solution of this problem is indicated in refer-
ence 7. Furthermore, the appllcc,tionof rate of vaporiza,tlon
theory to complex fuels involves the effects of multicmnyonont dis-
tillat~on and the voluos of Tf, ps, pf, D, and r become all
the more difficult to determine. The ccmq?lotesolution of mixture-
quality problems can, therefore, be seen to require expertiontcl
methods.
CONCLUS1ONS
Based on this analyais, the following conclusions wero &awn:
1. Mixture quality for a simple fuel can bo specified by five
mixturo paremotors; (a) the temperature of the air, (b) tho temper-
o.turoof the liquid fuel, (c) the fuel-air ratio, (d) tho fraction
vaporized, end (o) the total pressure.
2. The changes in quality of the mtzturc as it passes through
a duct am a function of the five mixturo p.arauetcms,of the inten-
sity and scc.loof t-urlnilmnceof tho air flow, cnd of the physical
properties of tho fuel and air; that is, tho latent heat of vapor-
ization, the liquid and vapor specific heats, the vapor-pressure-
temporatum relation and molecular weight of tho fuel, the Bpectfic
heat of air, and the heat- and material-transfer coefficients
throughout tllclmixtum.
3. At the prcmnt time, mixture quality cannot be doterminod by
thoorottcal prediction. Semitheorctical.calculations of dov-point
tcmpora.turos,of the l.atontheat effect and of vaporization ratoa
can. howevor, be of assisknco in designing and intorproting oxpori-
montia.
A:rcraft En@no Roamrch L~boratory,
National Advisory Comaitteo for AoronauticG,
Cleveland, Ohio, @rmary 28, 1946.
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APPENDIX A
DEW-POINT T3MPERATUR2S
Bridgemen (reference 3) has reported a method of determining
the dew-point temperatures of multicomponent fuels at atmospheric
or lower pressures from data obtained from the standard A.S.T.M.
evaporation curve of automotive fuels. For the calculations in the
present report, his equations were assumed to hold for an AN-F-28
fuel and a kerosene fuel for a range of fuel-air ratios from 0.01
to 0.11 and for a range of ~ressures from 30 to 90 inches of mercury
absolute.
~om Bridgeman (reference 3) the following equation has been
derived
Tdp=2/3 T99 1-&95@&46.8+~.132+0.109 loglo(0.0348p- 0.04)f T~O!-
(5)
The average error in calculated Tap by equation (5) is about
+2° R. About one case in ten nay lead to an error of *7° R. The
data for figure 6 were obtained by assuming SW = 3.0 and com-
puting Tdp for a range of values of p anct f and for two values ._
of T90, namely 710° sm.d7600 R. For figure 7 S90 is 1.67 and T90
iS 922° R. Equation (5) and subsequent equation (11) can be used for
gasolines and kerosenes.
For e,pure (single-component)fuel the partial pressure of the
fuel is obtained from Dalton’s law. Thus ——
“wfx ) W$/’ F~f=[ w FA+’* ‘=~pa (6).“i,k Mf
where p = pa + pf. The t&’m in parentheses represents the mol
fraction of fuel vepor. In equation (6), & Wf
Ma
=rsnd-= f may
Wa
be substituted, givjng
fx fxpa
‘f=r+fl p. T (7)
—
. —
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At the dew point X = 1,
The value of p~ for a given pure fuel is calculated from equa-
tion (8) as a functicn of f and p and the dew-point temperatfie
is the temperature that corresponds to p~ in the vapor pressure-
tempers,turerelation for the fuel.
The initial air temperature necessary for complete adiabatic
vaporization of tfieltquid fuel in an air-fuel mixture can be ccm-
puteilfrom a heat balance. Assming that no fuel is evaporated at
the start, all the heat used in evaporating the $uel and bringing
it to the equilibrium dew-point temperature must be supplied by the
a~r. Therefore
Cpa (Ta - ‘alp)= Lf + Cp (Tdp - Tf) f (9)
with the heat balance written for unit mass of air. In order that
this equation be exact, it is necessa~y ‘thatthe values of L and
CP be properly chosen. Either L is the latent heat of evaporation
o? the fuel at its initial temperature Tf and
specific heat cpv at constant pressure in the
temperatures
‘dp and Tf or L is the latent
temperature
‘dp - Cp is the mean specific
liquid fuel over the same temperature range.
Equation (9) may be solved for
(Ta ‘~dp) = &+cpz‘Ta
Figure 8 has been ccamputedfrom this
cpa=0.24Btu/(lb)(%i), CPZ =0.58
for a series of values of f and T~
Ta - Tdp :
-.
CP is its mean
gas phase between
heat at the fi&l.
heat c-. of the
- Tf)J f/(cpa
equation with
Btu/(lb)(%)
+ CPJ (lo)
.
andL. 144 l@(lb)
1 -Tf. Figure 9 for kerosene
has been computed for values of c~z And L of 0.61 and 108,
respectively. It must be remembered that the value of L for a
multicomponent fuel at a given temperature is the value corresponding
to the average composition of the vaporizing liquid.
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APPENDIX B
PARTIAL VAKIRIZATION TR4PERATUN3S
For the equilibriwn partial vaporization of a fuel-air mixture,
equations given in Bridgoman (reference 3) when combine~ and expressed
in units of degrees Rankine and inches of mercury absolute beccme
‘fx = 2/3 Tx + 19.2.,/~lOG10 2(1-X) + 46.8
-I-TX~0.132 + 0.109 10glo (0.0348P - 0.04) f’X_~ (11)
in which f is tk initial liquid fuel-air ratio and
~ (or fv)
is the vapor fuel-air ratio. No data am availab~e on the equilib-
rium partial vaporization temperature’sof fuel-air mixtures at
pressures ~oat.er than 1 atmosphere. The validity of equation (n)
is thus not established for pressures that involve si~ificant
changes in the solu.ility of air in gasoline such thd the vapor-
liquid equilibria are appreciably altered. A convenient aid to the
use of equctions (5) and (11) iu given in tablo II. The brackotod
right-haiidterm of &quation
iO.132+ 0.109
is tabulated as a function
for the dew-point condition
vc.porizcition.calculations
(5) c; (11)
..
loglo (0.0348P - 0.04) fv;
F (?2,fv) where fv may bo taken as f
and as fX for tho case of partial
involving the We of equatim (5) or (11)
& groa,tlystiplified by tho use of–table II. Table 11 m~t be “
‘mod w5’UIcaution for pressures @eater than 30 inches of mercury
absolute when calculatl~ Tfx because tie errors due to shifts in
vapor-llquid equilibria with prossme will be mainly in the values
tabulated In table II.
In the case of equilibrium partial vaporization, the heat-balance
equation analogous to equation (9) is
Cpa (Ta - ‘fX) =L1fX+cpzf(T~-Tf) (12)
In equation (12) Ll must be chosen at the final fuel temperature
‘fx - c-p2 must be the moan liquid specific heat at constant
pressure between temperatures Tf and Tfi. An equivalent form
of equation (12) is
-—
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O,a (% - %x) = L2 f% + f(Tfx - Tf) (Cy~ + AcX) (13)
where L2 is the latent heat of evaporation at the initial fuel
temperature, cpt the mean liquid specific heat, and the term Ac
represents the mean difference in the specific heats of the fuel
vapor and liquid (cpv - Cpz) over the temperature range. The
term Ac is also equal to the moan value, over tho temperature
range, of the rate of change in latent heat of evaporation of the
fuel with respect to temperature.
Data on tho latent heats and specific heats of the gas and
liquid phases of petroleum fractions may be obtained’from refer-
ences 9 and 10.
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For c drop of diameter d the evaporation rate is
dm
z=
-fid2G (gr3ms/see) (14)
where
In mass of drop, @xlm19
G f3vaporo.thnrate, grams/see aa2
sd2 surface area of droy, om2
The mass of a drop is the volume tties density:
fid3pf‘
m = .—6
where primed symbols represent quantities with cgs units corre-
sponding to stiilar unprimod symbols used in the body of the paper
with English units.
The cha~o in mass upon evaporation during an infinitesimal
lon@h of ttie,
dm. - :fipf‘d2d@) (15)
If equation (15) is substituted in quation (14) and the rosultt~
equation into~atod lmtwoen tho limits t . 0, d . do! Ondt=t,
d = O, then.
pf’do’
t =—
2G (16)
Kennard (roforonco 4, p. 69) dorivos frorz
of gases
ap8’
G =—
-.-.
‘211RT
whoro
R gw conetnnt/graOl
T absoluto tcrzpera.turo,%
.—
the kinetic theory
(grals/soc 0#)
(17)
.-J
P~ ‘ aaturcrtionpressure of fuel vapor, d~os/cmG
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the case of evaporation into a maintained vacuum, WQCh tl:at
vapor molecules are removed from the vicinity of tliadrop
as they leave the surface, the value of a = 1.0. Then,
remembering that
or
Ra ‘
R==
where Ra’ is the gas constant/gram for air, equation (16) beccmss
.
which,
unite,
rPf’do’ 3mazE-t= -~ — cl-
Ye ~ &r.-
upon substitution of unprimed symbols representing English
giVOS equation (1)
3.0099 pfdo flaTf
‘rein= l?~ d~
(see)
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